Cinderella and Rockerfella Costume list
Please note that this is a Pantomine, so the costumes can be very loud, bright and over the
top.
To give the production a time date, I have decided to set the play in the 1950’s and
therefore all the costumes will need to have the influence of the Rock and Roll years.
Lots of bright colours, spots, dots, greased back hair, skinny jeans for the boys, short
jackets, big belts, ponytails etc. Some of the children play lots of different characters,
where possible please just have one base costume that they can just change a top, add a
scarf or pull on a skirt. All children will need to wear black soft soled pumps or jazz
shoes.
Cinders

A ragged, dull coloured dress with apron.
A 1950’s style dress or skirt and top to wear to the ball tasteful
please, not over the top. A fancy hairband.

Ugly Sisters

You can let your imagination run riot here the more outrageous the
better. Clashing colours and wigs for both characters. For the ball
just use accessories to jazz up the costume. It would be great if we
can try to make the front of the wig like a bee hive and then tie the
rest back in a ponytail

Buttons

Trousers, plain t shirt or shirt and jacket with large buttons.

Rocky

Needs to look very Rock and Roll. A leather jacket and jeans and
a wig to make her look a man with a quiff

Fairy Brigade

Tutus are relatively easy to make or Primark is selling them at a
reasonable price. They should be bright colours. Wellies, ballet
shoes, wands, and wings for the finale.

.
Fairy Godmother

Should look more sophisticated with a long tutu, wings, tiara, and
wand. A slightly eccentric accessory or two such as some flashy
spectacles or some large brightly coloured beads to be worn. Ballet
shoes.

Fairy Nastyboots

Traditional fairy gear which must be all in black/or purple or red
(one block of chosen colour). With a gold or silver wand, wings
and a tiara.

Naughty kitten

Black or white cat suit. (leotard and tights, cat ears and small tail)

Bakers

Will need aprons and bakers hats

Monsieur Le Bunn As above but with a striped blue and white top
Teaser

Dog suit

Offstage Inspector

He needs to look smart, suit or trousers and jacket and a clipboard.

Reporter

Basic rock and roll outfit with cowboy hat.

Costume/PR/Paparazzi/Warm up guys/Townspeople/ Town crier/ Dan Deeny
All the boys can wear rock and roll style clothes.
The Costume and Warm Up Guys can be slightly more outrageous.
Dan Deeny is very cool.
First class male

He will need a sash or a plain t-shirt with ‘FIRST CLASS MALE’
printed on it.

Animals – add accessory to leotard and leggings (ears tails etc) they have a quick change
DAMES – the boys will need a rock n roll style skirts, scarves, wigs (ideally tied in pony
tails etc) a lipstick, a handbag or similar. Leggings and plain t shirt
to slip the skirt on top.
All the boys will have a basic rock a billy costume including a t shirt ( I suggest using
this t shirt as the base for the above costume)
MIRROR/CLOCK - Black leggings and t shirt. (add accessories for other characters) a
skirt and scarf
Please note that all costumes can be jazzed up for the Concert with accessories. The
children do not have time to change so a scarf around the neck or a ribbon in the hair can
make all the difference.
Please note on the night the children will arrive at school in their costume. There hair
will be done and make up applied. (except the dames). The children are dropped at
School at 6pm so they will have time to transform into their character at home.

